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CDON = CFS383 MCN = 95042/04471 TOR = 950420148
OTTQYUW RUEKJCS4360 0420146 0000 RUEANSS.
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HEADER
O 110146Z FEB 95
FM DIA WASHINGTON DC
INFO RUEADMD/OC5A WASHINGTON DC
RUEANAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC
RUEAHQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC
RUEACMC/CMC WASHINGTON DC
RHLBAAK/DRUSARSO MAXI FT CLAYTON PM//SOIN-ID//
RUETIAQ/NPC FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
RUCBSAA/CINCUSACOM NORFOLK VA//J2//
RUCQVAB/USCINCOSC INTL OPS CEN MACDILL AFB FL
RUEOFSA/COMJSCC FT BRAGG NC//J2//
RUEAIIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC
RUDMQAN/MARCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA
RUEALGX/SAFE
O 110145Z FEB 95

TO RHLBAAK/USCINCSCO QUARRY HTS PM//SCJ2// IMMEDIATE
RUEKJCS/DIA WASHDC IMMEDIATE
RUCBSAA/CINCUSACOM NORFOLK VA//J2// IMMEDIATE
RHCGSRB/CDRFORSCOM FT MCPHERSON GA//FCJ2/AFIN-IC// IMMEDIATE
RUEAHQA/OSAF WASHDC//IAL// IMMEDIATE
RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC//ARA-MEX/INM-FOR GELBARD// IMMEDIATE
RUDMRG/COGARD INTLCOORDDCEN WASHDC
RUEHGT/USDAO GUATEMALA CITY
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/******************** THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE ****************/

BODY
COUNTRY: (U) MEXICO (MX).

SUBJECT: IIR CHIAPAS UPDATE ONE:
ACTIVITIES OF THE MEXICAN GOVERNMENT 950210 IN THEIR
PURSUIT OF EZLN REBEL LEADERS (U).

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT
FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT
CLASSIFIED - CONFIDENTIAL -

CONFIDENTIAL NOFORM
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 950210.
REQS: (U) 
SOURCE: (U) A.
(U) B. RADIO BROADCAST, 1320 (AM) MHZ, MEXICO CITY BASED SPANISH RADIO STATION.
(U) C. 

SUMMARY: (CONFIDENTIAL) CHIAPAS UPDATE ONE: GOM INITIATED ACTIONS AGAINST EZLN 950210. TROOPS ARE BEING MOVED WITHIN MEXICO CITY. RADIO NEWS BROADCASTS INDICATE THAT CONVOYS OF MEXICAN TROOPS ARE MOVING WITHIN THE STATE OF CHIAPAS.


2. (CONFIDENTIAL) WITHIN MEXICO CITY AND SURROUNDING AREAS THE SITUATION APPEARS CALM. THE FOLLOWING EVENTS OCCURRED IN MEXICO CITY 940210 (ALL TIMES LOCAL):

0730 - CAMPO MILITAR UNO - EXTREMELY QUIET. NO PERSONNEL OBSERVED ENTERING OR LEAVING THE BASE WHICH IS NORMALLY EXTREMELY BUSY AS PERSONNEL ARRIVE/LEAVE FOR WORK. A LARGE FORMATION OF TROOPS WEARING FULL COMBAT GEAR WAS OBSERVED WITHIN THE BASE. IT APPEARED THE TROOPS WERE STAGING FOR DEPLOYMENT.

1100 - MEXICAN ARMY HEADQUARTERS, MEXICO CITY - ACTIVITIES WITHIN MEXICAN ARMY HEADQUARTERS (SEDENA) INDICATE THAT TROOPS ARE BEING MARSHALLED FOR FURTHER TRANSPORTATION TO UNKNOWN LOCATIONS. APPROXIMATELY 5, FIVE-TON TRUCKS WITH APPROXIMATELY 20 PERSONNEL EACH WERE BEING LOADED. TROOPS WERE DRESSED IN FULL COMBAT GEAR, HELMET, RIFLE, WEB GEAR AND RUCK SACK.
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1130 - SANTA LUCIA AIR FORCE BASE, (BASE AERO MEXICANO ONE (BAM-1)) - SITUATION APPEARED CALM.

1200 - MEXICO CITY - A GROUP OF APPROXIMATELY 150 PERSONS CLAIMING TO BE SYMPATHETIC TO THE EZLN CAUSE STAGED A PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATION NEAR THE U.S. EMBASSY AFTER WHICH THE GROUP MARCHED ALONG "REFORMA" MEXICO CITY'S MAIN STREET SHOUTING THAT THEY WERE ZAPATISTAS.

1300 - BAM 11, MEXICAN NAVAL AIR BASE AND PRESIDENTIAL AIR BASE (LOCATED AT THE MEXICO CITY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT) - ALL APPEARED CALM, PERSONNEL WITHIN THESE BASES APPEARED TO BE CONDUCTING NORMAL, DAILY ACTIVITIES.

COMMENTS: 1. (CONF)